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(n) (1) min C (G (n)) + Ck(G(n)) < k k, , ! 2 2 where the minimum is over all graphs G(n) .
It seems likely that (1) is not far from being best possible and that (2) lim min n-0 C k (G(n)) + C k (G(n)) 2
Ik) ~21 2
That this is true for k = 3 follows from the results of Goodman [2] , Sauvé [5] , and Lorden [3] . We are unable to prove (2) for k > 3 but we can prove an analogous result for bipartite graphs .
The bipartite graph B(m,n) consists of the vertices x1 , . . . , xm and y 1 , . . . y n and some of the edges (x y,) .
B(m,n) has the same vertices, and the edge (x, ) y,) is iñ J B(m, n) if it is not in B(m, n) . If B(m, n) contains mr_ Canad . Math . Bull . vol . 7, no . 1, January 1964 edges then it will be referred to as the complete (m,n) graph . Let Ck, I
(B(m, n)) denote the number of complete (k, I ) graphs contained in B(m, n) . We shall prove the following THEOREM. For fixed positive integers k and ,Q
where the minimum is to be taken over all graphs B(m,n) as m and n tend to infinity independently .
We shall prove this theorem in two steps . First we observe that
The proof of this is quite similar to that of (1) but for the sake of completeness we shall outline it .
There are complete (k,l ) graphs contained in the complete (m, n) graph . The probability that any one of these is entirely contained in either B(m, n) or B(m, n) is clearly 2/2 , assuming all possibilities equally like . Hence, the expected value of Y = C kI (B (m, n)) + Ck, I (B (m, n)) equals the right-hand side of (3). Since Y is greater than the right-hand side when B(m, n) is the complete (m, n) graph, the strict inequality (3) now follows immediately .
The rest of our proof makes use of the following simple LEMMA. Let there be given integrable functions f i ,(
and gi(x), i = 1, 2, . . . , m, such that fi(x) + g i(x) = 1 and 0<f,(x)< 1 for all 0 < x < 1 . Let Label the k-tuples of the x points from 1 to (k) . Let tv and h denote the number of points y for which the edge v 3 7
+ n E gi(x) dx .
(xi , y) is in B(m, n) or B(m, n), respectively, for each point
, in the wi th k-tuple of points . It is not difficult to see that
Applying Jensen' s inequality, we have that
Using the lemma, a simple calculation shows that this last quantity is greater than or equal to
for sufficiently large m and n . This completes the proof of (4) and the theorem now follows by combining (3) and (4) .
It seems very unlikely that one can replace (4) by an exact lower bound in general . Lower bounds are given in [4] for the case that m = n and k = I = 2 but it isn't known if even these are exact when n > 10 .
In closing, we remark that the above theorem can easily be extended to the case where the edges of the complete (m,n) graph are split into an arbitrary number of classes instead of just two, as supposed here .
